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Disclaimer
This document is a whitepaper setting out the current and future developments of the BitCar Platform and BitCar Ecosystem by BitCar (BitCar).
This paper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. Unless expressly specified otherwise, the matters and
products disclosed herein and set out in this whitepaper are currently under development and are not currently in deployment. BitCar makes
no warranties or representations as to the successful development or implementation of such Platforms, technologies and innovations, or
achievement of any other activities noted in the paper, and disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent permitted by law.
No person is entitled to rely on the contents of this paper or any inferences drawn from it, including in relation to any interactions with BitCar or
the technologies mentioned in this whitepaper. BitCar disclaims all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or
not) which may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions relating to BitCar, the BitCar Platform or the BitCar Ecosystem
contained in this paper or any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries. The information contained in
this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by BitCar to be reliable and is given in good faith, but no warranties or
guarantees, representations are made by BitCar with regard to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information presented. It should
not be relied upon, and shall not confer rights or remedies upon, you or any of your employees, creditors, holders of securities or other equity
holders or any other person. Some images used herein may be subject to copyright and used pursuant to the fair use regulations. BitCar
does not endorse or seek endorsement from any automotive brands mentioned herein. Nor does it own any of the cars referenced in the
whitepaper. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of this whitepaper and do not necessarily represent the opinion
of BitCar. The opinions reflected herein may change without notice and the opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of BitCar.
BitCar does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update this whitepaper or to otherwise notify a reader or recipient thereof in the event
that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
BitCar, its directors, employees, contractors and representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether
by reason of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed or implied,
arising out of, contained in or derived from or omission from this whitepaper. Neither BitCar nor its advisors has independently verified any
of the information, including the forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this whitepaper. Each recipient is to rely solely on its own
knowledge, investigation, judgment and assessment of the matters which are the subject of this report and any information which is made
available in connection with any further enquiries and to satisfy itself as to the accuracy and completeness of such matters. Whilst every effort
is made to ensure that statements of facts made in this whitepaper are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions
of opinion and other subjective judgments contained in this whitepaper are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date
of the document in which they are contained and must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur.
Any plans, projections or forecasts mentioned in this whitepaper may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation
defects in technology developments, legal or regulatory exposure, market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the unavailability of
complete and accurate information. BitCar may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this whitepaper, however the inclusion
of a link does not imply that BitCar endorses, recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked
websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. BitCar does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for consequences
of its use. This whitepaper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or
located in any state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation.
This offer is not open to residents or domiciliaries of the United States of America, Singapore or People’s Republic of China. This whitepaper is
only available on https://BitCar.io and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or published, in part or in whole,
for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of BitCar. The manner of distributing this whitepaper may be restricted by law or regulation
in certain countries. Persons into whose possession this whitepaper may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such
restrictions. By accessing this whitepaper, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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1. Abstract
Rare and exotic hyper, mega and super cars (Exotics) are an international commodity. However, ownership
of them has been limited to the wealthy, until now.

In a world first, BitCar.io (BitCar) allows users to hold or trade digital
Ethereum blockchain tokens called BITCAR, giving access to a platform where
Exotics can be owned and traded in small fractions. A second level CAR token
will be used as the digital asset token for the individual Exotic cars.
Both cryptographic asset owners seeking access to such hard assets, as well as more traditional exotic and
classic car enthusiasts, can now trade in Exotic cars which have been one of the world’s best performing
asset classes over the last 10 years, outperforming property and gold over this time 1.
In a disruptive and innovative world first, BitCar opens direct ownership of this asset class to the public for
the first time. Verified Agents will source, acquire and store Exotics, as well as display them. After a 5 to
15 year term, they will be sold with the returns passing back to the asset token owners. During the term,
Platform users can peer to peer trade their interests without an intermediary in a trustless manner.
BITCAR tokens provide the utility to the decentralized BitCar Platform (Platform) and allows access to the
second order token for acquiring and peer to peer trading the tokenized Exotics as well as being used in
an incentive scheme, that is set up to reward parties marketing the Ecosystem.
Control over fractionalized or tokenized Exotics will remain with the token owners, who will be able to
democratically vote on matters relating to their ownerships, such as liquidation dates, displays of their car
etc. This is relatively simple from a technical perspective given that blockchain technology is at the heart
of the fully decentralized Platform.
The asset tokens linked to Exotics are decentralized and exist as their own Ethereum smart contracts and
interface with the master contract that transacts the exchange of BITCAR and cryptocurrency, facilitating
ownership transfer and securely linking the components for ownership and tradability together on the
Ethereum public blockchain. These asset tokens are called CAR tokens and each Exotic car will have its
own CAR tokens.
Linking physical assets to Blockchain tokens has been legally complex and is rapidly evolving, various
recent projects have progresed decentralized transactions and are maturing the technology rapidly.
Over the last 2 years the team, including members from Ledger Assets Pty Ltd (a leading blockchain
commercialization company in Australia) have established and developed the BitCar team, technology and
skills needed to bring BitCar to launch. Much effort has gone into the fully functioning prototype software
development and legal work for the token design as well as working with related Anti Money Laundering
(AML)/Know Your Client (KYC) compliance, culminating in obtaining of a ruling from the Swiss financial
regulator FINMA on key aspects of the Platform’s tokenization design. This invaluable feedback has been
instrumental in completing detailed design and providing insights into the issues regulators deal with as
they seek to embrace new technology whilst protecting against unwanted risks.
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The Ethereum Blockchain ledger is used for all traded interests, giving a decentralized platform and
transparency so that tokenized Exotics are traded only as stated, eliminating ‘naked’ or rehypothecation in
the peer to peer trading of the Exotics interests thanks to the underlying blockchain technology.
In addition to the team’s passion for Exotic cars, over the last 2 years the team has built up substantial
knowledge in and developed a clear strategy around target Exotics and their tokenization for the crypto
community. The team has grown its international connections with professionals in the sector over this time
at a number of key international locations and created many deep relationships with sector professionals
and advisors, which has already proven to be very beneficial in building expertise, targeting and accessing
Exotics cars and understanding important related issues such as clear title and how to attempt to maximize
price growth.
Of the total 500 million BITCAR tokens, 250 million will be sold in the TGE. 95 million are reserved for the
team, founders (subject to escrow conditions which will be defined in the BitCar TGE paper) and future
employees. 40 million for the bounty campaigns, early backers and external owners and a Growth Pool
of 60 million for Platform growth, incentivisation, user acquisition and partnerships. The remaining 55
million are allocated for the Company token reserve.
The BitCar sale of BITCAR tokens will allow it to grow, fund extensive marketing and complete Platform
development. This will help BitCar potentially open the world’s first and largest peer to peer Exotic car
trading platform, opening up the best performing asset class over the last 10 years. The development
includes smart contracts that represent decentralized, tokenized Exotics on the Ethereum Blockchain.
Verified Agents will on-board the initial Exotics, accelerate and help fund new Exotics onto the Platform.
Agents are responsible for the lifecycle of Exotics from sourcing, tokenization, managing, storing, display of
the Exotics through to the disposing of the Exotic from the Platform. BitCar only provides the digital platform
for the Exotics, all physical services are handled by Agents creating a completely decentralised Platform
between Agents and asset token holders. The objective is to aggregate $500+ million of Exotics within the
first 3 years of operation and build out to exceed $1 billion thereafter.
BITCAR tokens are the utility token of the Platform and will also be used to incentivize users of the Platform
and other partners performing services to build a world of Exotic Car interests.
The Platform will also be expanded to include additional features for users, such as a Leaderboard to show
performance and ranking, virtual reality access to the Exotics and gamification to enable users to compete
using their Tokens and Exotics (this may be on platform or even integrated with other gaming platforms).
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2. Market
Collectible cars, and Exotics, are historically a highly desirable and well performing asset class, traditionally
only available to the wealthy and super wealthy (due to the high price of each vehicle). BitCar is a revolution
that enables anyone to participate in Exotic cars.
Typically Collectible and Exotic car ownership is driven by the appreciation of the cars, and/or the potential
for growth in value. BitCar gives existing collectors and owners an ability to extend their collections to include
top-end variants within a modern and liquid platform, however, most importantly, it opens up the asset class
to new, younger and less established car aficionados.
This revolutionary platform makes use of leading edge blockchain technology, to provide a secure and
distributed peer to peer trading platform for fractional interests in Exotics. BitCar utilises the primary BITCAR
token, but also allows users to make payments with other Cryptocurrencies (such as Bitcoin, Ether and
Litecoin). This enables participants in the rapidly growing Cryptocurrency sector frictionless entry and peer
to peer trading of Exotics on the BitCar Platform. Potential users include those that have adopted blockchain
technology, may have built relative wealth over the recent period, and are likely to have a passion for Exotics
and therefore see the value proposition of BITCAR.

2.1 Background
The Cryptocurrency sector started less than a decade ago, but has started seeing mainstream awareness
and adoption, with rapidly growing participation and value. The market capitalisation of the Cryptocurrency
market has grown significantly, with recent highs of near $US200 billion (See below chart).

market capitalization 2
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However the Cryptocurrency markets are
inherently volatile; see the plot on the right
of BTC and ETH volatility index versus other
traditional forms such as USD, EUR and
Gold.
Asset backed Cryptocurrencies may
provide lower volatility than traditional
Cryptocurrencies, in addition to the other
typical Cryptocurrency advantages (such as
lower transaction fees).
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2.2 Growth
The global hypercar market is expected to grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of over 37%
according to leading research house Technavi 4 owing to the growing demand for high-performance sports
cars in the global automotive market. The significant increase in demand and sales within the super luxury/
hypercar market are complimentary to the recent normalizing effects of the high-end classic car market.
This presents a considerable potential opportunity across the spectrum, although prices of exotics can go
up or down.
The global automotive industry has evolved over the years with improving economic conditions and developing
infrastructure. Automobiles are no longer considered as a mere mode of transportation. These now act as
status symbols, particularly with performance-oriented cars. According to AXA Art for the first eight months
of 2017, 7,443 cars were sold at auction, an annual increase of 4 per cent 5. The annual sales for the past
12 months was 890m Euros and classic cars over the $1m~ category accounted for 40 per cent, of the
market value.
BitCar believes that exotic cars serve the public well when exhibited in collections where the public can
continuously enjoy them. BitCar disrupts exotic car ownership from just the privileged few and opens the
asset class up to include the general enthusiast.

2.3 Exotic Collections
Exotic cars have long been an investment class for the wealthy. Many build their investment in the asset
class by owning more than one vehicle, some collections becoming very large holdings. These examples
help qualify the opportunity and demonstrate the value over time. Some significant collection examples
are detailed below. The BitCar Platform may provide a means for anyone to access and be a part of a
community assembling a collection of interests in Exotics.
Further, the global Exotics market is of significant value. Estimates for the total number of Ferrari’s made
to date are approximately 130 thousand. If an average price of $100,000 to $200,000 per unit was assumed,
then the total Ferrari market stands at $13-26 billion. This is only one brand of targeted Exotics.
The Sultan of Brunei, estimated to be worth $20 billion is said to have 6,800 Exotic cars, by far the largest
collection in the world and locked away in Brunei. He is said to own 452 Ferraris and 11 McLaren F1s.

Ferrari’s owned by the Sultan of Brunei 6
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Mr Jay Leno (a US talk show host and who is known by our Australian adviser) has around 300 Exotic cars.
The public get to enjoy these cars, through his open days.

An open day at Jay Leno’s garage in the United States 7
Mr Ralph Lauren, the fashion designer with a net worth said to be around $6 billion is also a serious
collector of mostly Ferraris, with an estimated $300 million collection.

Some modern Ferrari’s owned by Mr Ralph Lauren 8

2.4 Exotics Asset Class
BitCar believes the general public, in particular the rapidly growing crypto community, would likely
participate in the ownership of choice hypercar and classic car collections, a market BitCar seeks to make
accessible to all.
Aside from the potential synergies for inventory acquisition, some of the most extensive super luxury/hypercar
collections in the world allow us to appreciate a few important characteristics. These inventories demonstrate
the stability and scale of the market and value of a diversified register. However, they also further illustrate the
lack of any mechanism to provide the significantly wider range of enthusiasts the ability to participate in the
ownership of this incredible asset class.
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Cryptocurrency prices are and have been very volatile. However, BitCar may allow Platform users to move
cryptocurrencies into a hard asset backed token of its choice. Each of the CAR tokens will be backed by
a tokenized Exotic on the Platform i.e. the CAR token ‘F50one’ would represent the first Ferrari F50 on
the Platform. In contrast, by utilising the Ethereum Blockchain, BitCar allows access to the tokenized
decentralized asset giving greater transparency of peer to peer trading transactions and settlement, which
in turn allows asset pricing to more closely reflect real supply and demand.
Classic cars already have a strong interest and following, however the BitCar Platform will focus only on
exotic Hypercars and extremely rare classic cars. Users will be able to own interests in the specific Exotics
that they themselves select, there is no shared pooling or management in the BitCar concept (or the
associated management fees).
Also, users can select and only own an interest in the Exotics that they want, such as those they have an
interest in, or those that they decide will perform well. Trading will be Peer to Peer with no intermediary.
The JATO Super Luxury sales report and Hagerty Market Index are illustrations of the complimentary growth
of the this asset class.

LUXURY CARS SALES AND
NUMBER OF BILLIONAIRES9
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According to the Knight Frank Luxury Investment Index, valuable automobiles have strongly
outperformed gold, US stocks, private equity. REITs and some other asset classes.

CLASSIC CARS
THE BEST RETURNING ASSET CLASS

Three-Year Annualized
Total Return

One-Year
Total Return

25.3%

Classic Cars
(Historic Automobile Group,
HAGI top Index)

13.0%
17.3

U.S. Stocks

7.4
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14.5
10.7

Private Equity
(Cambridge Associates
U.S. Private Equity Index1)

10.8
7.5

British Coins
(Stanley Gibbons Rare Coin Index2)

8.7
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(Bloomberg REIT Index)
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Source: Artnet, Bloomberg, Cambridge Associates, Historic Automobile group, Frank Knight from 2015
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Porsche 918 Spyder 10

Ferrari LaFerrari 11

Some Exotics such as the Porsche 918 Spider have more than doubled in price since released
with some Ferrari LaFerrari’s having sold for more than 5 times their release price.

The recent price growth of some selected Exotic high end cars, such as a concourse condition 2003
Ferrari Enzo as shown below, confirms strong returns over a typical 5 year period. According to Hagerty
the price in this period has increased from $1.3M to $3M. However the past is no indication of future
performance and prices may go down in the future.
BitCar owns none of the the vehicles displayed in this document.

VALUE CHANGE OVER TIME
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2003 Concourse condition Enzo Ferrari price growth 12
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Some iconic Ferraris have experienced strong price growth despite all market conditions, such as the F50
and F40, as shown below.

F40 - F50 VALUE CHANGE OVER TIME
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Concourse Ferrari 1992 F40 (dashed line) and 1997 Ferrari F50 (continuous line)

Ferrari 1992 F40 13

Ferrari 1997 F50 14

Careful selection of Exotics may give positive returns as some are overpriced, whilst others are underpriced,
from time to time and this is also dependent on location and other circumstances.
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One of the most outstanding price performers in recent years is the McLaren F1.
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1996 McLaren F1 15
The Bugatti Veyron has also been an outstanding performer over the last 10 years.

VALUE CHANGE OVER TIME
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2007 Bugatti Veyron 16
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The most expensive Exotics to ever sell at auction extends beyond Ferrari and Lamborghini to include
Maserati, Bugatti, Mercedes Benz, Alfa Romeo, Ford, Jaguar, Shelby, Aston Martin and Bentley (older cars).

the most expensive cars ever sold
at auction by brand 17

2010
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model year
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date of sale

adjusted price

$5M $10M $20M $30M

most popular brands

Ferrari Mercedes-benz Bentley

14

Bugatti

Other Brand
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2.5 Examples of prices paid at auction18
Although BitCar’s strategy is to initially focus on modern hypercars, below is a list of some of the most
expensive cars ever sold at auction.

1

PRICE SOLD

$38,115,000
DATE SOLD
14th August 2014

One of the world’s most sought
after classic cars. Production was
limited to only 36 ever made.

1962

Ferrari 250 GTO 19

2

current price

$29,600,000
DATE SOLD
12th July 2013

An iconic Formula One racing car.
Winning 9 of 12 races entered and
both world championships in
which it competed.

1954

Mercedes Benz W196 20

15
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3

current price

$21,780,000
DATE SOLD
19th August 2016

1955

Jaguar D-Type

The Jaguar D-type drove its way to victory
at Le Mans in 1955, 1956 and 1957.

21

4

current price

$19,800,000
DATE SOLD
20th August 2016

1939

The highest price ever paid for
a pre-Second World War
car at public auction in August 2016.

Alfa Romeo 8C 2900B
Lungo Spider 22

5

current price

$14,300,000
DATE SOLD
10th December 2015

1962

The most expensive British car ever sold
at auction, beating the McLaren F1 sold
previously that year.

Aston Martin
DB4GT Zagato 23
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6

current price

$13,750,000
DATE SOLD
19th August 2016

The first Shelby Cobra set an auction
record as the most expensive American
car ever sold, beating the
Ford GT40 sold in 2012.

1962

Shelby 260 Cobra 24

7

current price

$11,000,000
DATE SOLD
17th August 2012

“GT40” was the name of Ford’s
project to prepare cars for the
international endurance racing
circuit and the 24 Hour Le Mans.

1968

Ford GT40 25

8

current price

$10,340,000
DATE SOLD
21th August 2011

1931

Designed to cater to their exclusive
and luxurious clientele, fewer than 500
were ever built (1928 to 1936).

Duesenberg Model J Long
Wheelbase Coupe 26
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9

current price

$10,120,000
DATE SOLD
17th August 2015

Holding the all-time record for the
fastest vehicle ever to lap Nürburgring
Nordschleife, completing the 12.93 mile
circuit in 6:11.13 (1983).

1982

Porsche 956 27

10

current price

$9,800,000
DATE SOLD
17th November 1987

1932

A highly sought-after automobile,
as it has one of the largest engines
ever fitted for a car.

Bugatti Royale Kellner
Coupe 28
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2.6 Exotics on the Platform
Clear title, condition and price appreciation prospects are some of the critical pre-requisite factors verified
Agents uses for acquisitions. Exotics in the price range of USD $0.65 million and higher will be targeted
in the early stages. This price bracket gives access to low build number rare cars, that are in demand and
financially out of reach of most.
The highest priority will be given to cars that are best in class, concourse, and have very limited build
numbers. Whilst for newer cars, only limited edition hypercars and near new or “time warp” quality cars
will be purchased.
Some example targets for verified Agents acquisitions for the BitCar Platform are shown below:

Pagani Zonda 7.3 29

Bugatti Chiron 30

Pagani Huayra 31
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Apart from the above modern hyper and super cars, which are a clear early target acquisition, it is worth
noting that the market is deep and large, in terms of very valuable collectable cars. Whilst there is no
guarantee, this market size makes possible the potential growth by the BitCar Platform to a billion
dollars’ worth of collectable classic cars on the Platform.
As Platform growth occurs, some iconic classic cars will be added to the Platform, ideally such as the
Ferrari 250 GTO, being the world’s most expensive car sold at auction. Only thirty nine Ferrari 250 GTOs were
manufactured between 1962 and 1964. This includes thirty three cars with 1962-63 bodywork Series I, three
with 1964 bodywork Series II, similar to the Ferrari 250 LM, and three 330 GTO specials with a larger engine.
Obtaining access to a Ferrari 250 GTO would be a privilege and a superb addition to the BitCar Platform.

A 1962 Ferrari 250 GTO set a world record when it was sold for $38.6m
at an auction in 2014 32. With time, exceptional older classics will likely be targeted too.

In August this year this 1962 Ferrari 275 GTB/C Speciale sold for $26.4 million at an RM Auctions event in
Monterey, California (Source: RM Auctions) and was the fourth most expensive car ever sold at auction 33

20
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Some other potential acquisitions in line with the initial hypercar strategy are as follows:

Koenigsegg One:1 34

McLaren P1 35
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3. Business Model
In this section, we discuss the currently anticipated BitCar business model. We believe our
model will be of general public interest, as it creates many efficiencies, advances technology and
opens up a new market place for the first time. However, such discussion is for informational
purposes only and is not intended as an investment prospectus or similar document with
respect to BitCar. The BitCar business model will be determined by BitCar and its management
team and will be subject to change from time to time based on a variety of factors. Please
note that BITCAR is not intended to be shares of stock or other securities, and persons who
purchase BITCAR will not be acquiring any right or entitlement to directly or indirectly share in
the profits of BitCar or to vote for, or participate in the management of, BitCar.
BitCar is seeking to build the world’s first and largest exchange of fractionalized interest, tokenized Exotic
cars with simple, direct and low cost peer to peer trading.
Only select top end Exotics will make it onto the BitCar Platform. Higher cost Exotics have relatively lower
unit costs over their term, such as Storage and Insurance. This means targeted Exotics will typically have
a minimum value of around USD $0.65 million and above.
The BitCar platform allows users to buy and trade (or hold) fractional interests in Exotics.
A portion of the TGE funds will go to acquiring and onboarding the first Exotics.
Once sold to users, these funds are available to “recycle” and buy more Exotics.
This process repeats again and again to grow the collection of Exotics on the platform.
BitCar will allow verified Agents to source, acquire and underwrite Exotics to be added to the Platform and
these agents will interact with the Platform in multiple friendly jurisdictions and manage the Maintenance,
Storage and Insurance (MSI) to be performed to the standards required in their jurisdiction. Incentive
rewards and at risk deposits will strongly align their performance with users.
Each Exotic will be tokenized by an Agent interacting with the Platform i.e via its own smart contract
meaning it will be linked to the blockchain that manages tokens that are issued only for that Exotic asset.
Costs to be incurred over the term of a car are added to the price of a car on the Platform to cover at least
5 years storage, insurance etc.
Users can browse the available Exotics on the Platform and ultimately acquire fractional interests using a
combination of Cryptocurrency and BITCAR tokens. This provides a product that is different, accessible to
all and allows direct ownership of interest in Exotics or Classic cars through the second order CAR token.
This also gives BitCar users control over what they buy and allows them to use their own judgment and
buy and sell Peer to Peer what they like.
Provenance and authenticity will be meticulously scrutinized and protected as these are fundamental to
the reputation, success and growth of BitCar. Verified Agents will be sourcing and acquiring these Exotics,
as provenance and authenticity verification are essential skills. Acquisitions will be sourced from reputable
sources where there is low risk. Exotics may also be sourced (by agents) from reputable auction houses in
cases where condition and provenance are as strong as possible, especially with procuring limited edition
Hypercars direct from the manufacturers.
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3.1 Distribuition Limits
Respecting the aspects of a decentralized platform, all users will be inherently limited to a minority interest
in any given Exotic in order to facilitate fair and distributed access to Exotics for all users.

3.2 Holding Period and Voting
All Exotics on the Platform will have a liquidation date at which time they will only be sold via a reputable
auction house or agent. The Platform holding time for the Exotics will be between 5 years to 15 years, after
it first appears on the Platform. However, the voting system will allow voting on the upcoming liquidation
date, where fractional owners may vote on the blockchain (transparently) to delay the liquidation date for
an agreed period of time.
Platform Exotics will have a fixed minimum listing period of 5 years. Token holders will then be able to vote
on whether to initiate a sale of the Exotic.
A total ‘Sell’ vote of 75% or more (after the initial 5 year holding period), for a continuous 90 day period will
trigger the sale mechanism forcing BitCar to offer the Exotic to the market.
If after 10 years the Exotic remains unsold, the sale threshold is lowered to 51% with a ‘Sell’ vote for a
continuous 45 day period triggering the sale.
In any case, an Exotic will only be held for a maximum of 15 years, at which time the Exotic will be sold via
the usual process. Sales will be staggered to avoid to many Exotics coming on the market at any one time.
There will be no discretional sales of Exotics; this will happen only as per the liquidation schedule originally
announced or as voted for.

sales voting dashboard36
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3.3 Sale Mechanism
When a Sale has been triggered an Agent will book the Exotic into one of the approved car auction
specialists within the next 12 months to allow for reasonable marketing and the appropriate auction
venue. Peer to peer trading in the Exotic may continue up to 12 hours prior to the auction.

Car Auction Specialists 37

3.4 BitCar Revenue
BitCar’s revenue will come from (i) transaction fees applicable to every fractional buy and sell of an Exotic
(ii) fees from displaying and advertising Exotics, (iii) membership and licensing fees, (iv) ancillary related
business such as white label licensing of its technology) (v) from a percentage of gains on a sale and (vii)
from trading BITCAR and CAR tokens on the Platform.

3.5 Use of Funds
The Funds shall be used for continuation of development of the project, Platform and general working capital.

3.6 Legal work
Over the last 2 years the team has researched relevant material and engaged legal counsel (including MME
and SP) to assist with the work on the BITCAR token design, culminating in obtaining a ruling from the Swiss
financial regulator FINMA which has ultimately led to the Platform’s current token and tokenization designs.
This has been instrumental in providing insights into how laws apply to the peer to peer trading of digital
assets and how regulators seek to deal with, yet embrace this new technology, whilst protecting against
unwanted risks. It has also given the team insight into the differences between how common law and other
law systems treat title to real property, bailment laws around such property and bearer instruments and
how they impact digital assets. The team’s investment into this understanding puts BitCar into an excellent
position to complete Platform development and further develop a trustless link, between physical mobile
assets and digital tokens.
BitCar will seek regulatory confirmations regarding the decentralised Platform and token structure. If and
when the Platform is deployed, appropriate legal work will be obtained for the CAR tokens. The BitCar
Platform and tokens will not be available to residents of the United States of America.
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4. BITCAR Token Usage
Use of the BitCar Ecosystem including the decentralized
trading Platform requires users to hold BITCAR tokens.
The BITCAR token is an Ethereum ERC20 protocol token
that is central to the operation of the BitCar Ecosystem.
Of the total 500 million BITCAR tokens, 250 million
will be sold in the TGE. 95 million are reserved for the
team, founders (subject to escrow conditions which
are defined in the BitCar Token Paper) and future
employees. 40 million for Bounty Campaign Early
Backers and External owners and a Growth Pool of
60 million for Platform growth, incentivisation, user
acquisition and partnerships. The remaining 55 million
are allocated for the Company token reserve.

TRANSACTION
FEES
REFUNDABLE
PAYMENT
PREMIUM

Burning for
first few years

MSI

(Maintenance
Storage Insurance)

COSTS TO TERM
ESCROW
VOTING
AND SALE
OF EXOTIC

PRIORITY

MAKE
GOOD
BITCAR

CAR
TOKEN
PAYMENTS

PLATFORM
USER ACCESS

AGENTS
PERFORMANCE
ESCROW

BITCAR Usage

The BitCar Tachometer diagram illustrates various key elements of the BitCar Platform.
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The following are explanations from the Tachometer diagram and are all uses of the BITCAR token:
1. Agent Performance Escrow: Agents must escrow BITCAR as collateral for them meeting their milestones
in regards to their services. All at-risk services require BITCAR to be escrowed such that it can be sold to
recover any damages in the event they occurred during the holding period of the car. Agents will receive a
portion of their BITCAR incentive to deliver quality Exotics which is only payable if the sale price of the Exotic
is higher than the price it was acquired for. In the event it was lower, then this amount of BITCAR will be
distributed back to the fractional owners of the Exotic at that time of the sale as compensation, via a pool.
2. Platform User: Platform users are required to hold a minimum amount of BITCAR to gain access and
purchase Car tokens, the amount varies depending on the size of their portfolio.
3. Car Token Payments: A percentage of the price paid for an interest in the CAR tokens is required to be
made in BITCAR. The remainder may be made with a combination of accepted cryptocurrencies.
4. Priority: For high demand cars likely to sell out quickly, a user may increase their escrowed BITCAR
amount and receive priority.
5. Refundable Payment Premium: When an Exotic is on boarded to the Platform a small percentage (of
the cost of the car) will be included as a Refundable Payment Premium (in BITCAR tokens). This premium
will be refunded to owners of the tokens when the car is sold. This creates an incentive to hold the car to
term. Initially this premium will come from the growth and incentive pool of BITCAR tokens held by BitCar
and later as the Platform gains increased adoption, will be added to the overall cost of the Car on entry to
the Platform.
6. Transaction Fees: A Transaction Fee will be incurred (payable in BITCAR tokens) on all token trades.
7. Maintenance, Storage and Insurance (MSI): MSI costs for the full holding period of the Exotic are added
to its purchase price. The amount becomes part of the minimum BITCAR amount required for the user.
The decentralized contract will output and transact the required BITCAR applicable at the time of the
acquisition by the user.
The BITCAR required for the MSI costs will be escrowed and remain with the user. The amount of BITCAR
a user requires at any one time depends on their total holdings and the required level of MSI, based on
the exchange price of BITCAR. MSI can be interchanged with other car interests that are traded. The MSI
BITCAR will be incrementally consumed over the course of the ownership of the Exotic interest, as Car
holding expenses are incurred.
8. Voting and Sale of Exotic: Voting on whether to sell the Exotic requires BITCAR. A percentage of the
proceeds from the sale of the car will be paid out in BITCAR to the CAR token holders at the time sale. This
percentage will increase as BITCAR stabilizes and becomes more widely held.
9. Make Good BITCAR: Should a user not have enough BITCAR to cover MSI and other costs, then a make
good request will be issued for the user to add additional BITCAR to their wallet. In an extreme event, to
protect the Ecosystem, the Refundable Payment Premium will be used to cover such costs, which will be
refunded from the exit proceeds on the sale of the Car.
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BitCar Platform Expansion:
Whilst BitCar revolutionises the access to and ownership of Exotic vehicles, there are a number of additional
components which are planned to be integrated into the Platform.
BitCar Leaderboard:
The BitCar community will be able to gather around the BitCar Leaderboard to see who has leading
performance and talk about it. Perhaps following their “idols” and gaining insight to their strategy. As
detailed in section 7.2 Events and Competitions will be held on the BitCar Platform. The Leaderboard will
show who are the top performing users and their rankings for each competition (and overall). Competition
prizes are expected to include BitCar tokens, but also may include real life experiences with Exotics (such
as race days or possibly as the ultimate prize).
Virtual Reality:
The BitCar platform plans to enable users to access a Virtual Reality (“VR”) experience with the exotics.
Users may be able to experience an Exotic they wish to purchase using VR, with a more through experience
available to those who own CAR tokens in the particular Exotic. The VR experience of each Exotic may also
be extended into the Gamification components of the Platform.
Gamification:
The BitCar platform will bring together car aficionados, Exotics and cryptocurrency; a natural progression
then is to include gamification that integrates the Exotics held on the platform and competition between
users. Gamification could be integrated with existing gaming providers and BitCar may explore partnerships
with such. For example users could race each other with vehicles reflecting (performance and skin) those
that the users hold CAR Tokens for. Potentially users could even compete with each other for Tokens that that
they hold. BitCar will liaise with Token holders and the gaming community to explore potential desired uses.
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5. Technology and token

BitCar: Platform Overview

Agents
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Platform Users

Management
Controller

Platform
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BITCAR
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car
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The above diagram shows the decentralized Platform architecture in a simplified format.
CAR tokens representing an interest in an Exotic, for example the ERC20 token “F50one” (representing the
first Ferrari F50 on the Platform) can be acquired through the Platform Manager.
A description of the main components of the architecture follows:

Platform MANAGER
- Behaves as a messaging system, transmits messages from one module to another ensuring
that the caller has the proper access rights to call a specific method.
- Composed of several small modules that can be detached into individual contracts such as KYC,
Platform authentication etc.

MANAGEMENT CONTROLLER
- Segregated contract that is responsible for Platform administration operations, such as asset
issuance and management or Platform migrations.
- It also handles agent operations, i.e tokenization.

BITCAR TOKEN
- Main ERC20 token of the Platform, handling all BITCAR transactions on Ethereum.

ASSETS MANAGER
- Responsible for the issuance transfer and update of the assets.

CAR TOKEN
- Secondary ERC20 token of the Platform, representing the Exotics assets. Each Exotics asset
will have its own tokens, eg “F50one” tokens.
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5.1 Dual Token Structure and Tokenization of Exotics
The BitCar Ecosystem uses the primary level token (BITCAR) as a software protocol token only, allowing
users access to the Ecosystem and to perform various other Platform functions including escrowing and
payment for the Exotics MSI costs, staking by agents against performance and network transaction fees.
The Exotic asset tokens, (CAR), are ERC20 Ethereum public blockchain tokens and are created at the time
the Exotic asset is placed on the Platform for fractionalization and sale to the users. Each Exotic asset will
have a maximum number of ERC20 tokens created and sold. The CAR tokens are controlled by the Asset
Manager smart contract.
The ERC20 CAR token private keys are held by the users and traded via the Asset Manager smart contract.

5.2 CAR Tokens
Each CAR token represents an interest in the physical car. Legal work has been ongoing by the team in this
area since July 2015, analysing suitable laws around the legal and regulatory treatment and tokenization
of fungible and non fungible physical assets, including the use of bailments and related bearer instrument
legislation which is fundamental to the launch of BitCar. Further legal work will be obtained for the CAR
tokens.
The buyer of the CAR token utilises a smart contract whereby the token will be returned back at the end of the
term (when the exotic asset is sold), at a value of the sale price achieved for the Exotic asset (less sale expenses).

5.3 Agents and Storage
A network of thoroughly vetted and certified agents will manage the onboarding of new Exotics according to
the quality standards established and governed by the BitCar operations team. The process includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Execution of asset transactions
Initiation of tokenization
Procurement and/or modification of insurance policies
Completion of all state and federal registrations
Management of logistics
Administration of maintenance program
Deregistration
Administration of security
Other general administrative functions

Exotics may be stored in various jurisdictions including free trade-zone locations (e.g. Singapore, Switzerland,
etc.) for improved tax efficiency, geographic alignment, and security.
Agents are responsible for all physical services of the Exotics. BitCar provides only the digital Platform
services of peer to peer decentralized Exotics trading platform.
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6. History and Development
6.1 Company History
Classic Car was conceived in June 2015. During 2016 Classic Car worked on producing its prototype peer
to peer trading platform and undergoing further research and development on its structure, particularly
around the tokenization model to obtain a favourable ruling from Swiss jurisdiction (see section 3.6 Legal).
In mid 2017 ‘Classic Car’ was renamed ‘BitCar’ along with its expansion of its Team members. BitCar now
has a robust Team, international network of advisors and professionals in the industry to assist bringing
the company to achieve its full strengths as laid out in the Road Map (see section 9).

6.2 Product History
The BitCar team has already developed the first prototype Platform in-house, functioning by mid 2016.
This was an excellent exercise in focussing the detailed design, building and testing Platform operation.
It is still operational and acts as a tool for the decentralised design. It also allowed the team to raise seed
money from private investors (no debt was taken on), which paid for further development and the TGE
costs. Ethereum was maturing as a technology and so the Bitcoin Blockchain (using specially coloured
tokens designed in house by the team) was replaced by Ethereum smart contracts.
In 2017 the project concepts were developed further and refined until the production of this Whitepaper. The
decentralized architecture has been designed and described in this paper as has the tokenisation designs.
In the meantime much research has been carried out to refine the acquisitions strategy. With the work
already done to date and with the prototype Platform acting as a valuable software tool, the team believes the
decentralised Platform can now be completed within 6-9 months after the completion of the token sale (see
Roadmap in section 9). Below are some screenshots from the prototype software Platform that was built.

History Timeline
•

Q3 2015

Founding company and refinement of BitCar concept

•

Q2 2016

Prototype Platform built and operational using colored coin technology

•

Q3 2016

Seed raised and FINMA opinion obtained on our tokenization of Exotics

•

Q1 2017

Developed enhancements to the concept and switched to use Ethereum

•

Q2 2017

Prototype software built out and updated

•

Q3 2017

Further indepth Research and Development

•

Q4 2017

Whitepaper released and ICO planned
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Classic Car Prototype Platform

Classic Car Prototype Platform trading screen

Classic Car profile page including specifications, make, model, condition of car
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7. Marketing
BitCar’s marketing will target niches of global middle income buyers who cannot afford to own Exotics of
the targeted price and quality. High Net Worth (HNW) individuals seeking whole exotic car ownership are not
the target market (other than those buyers who value the product’s elimination of the need for maintenance,
secure storage space, insurance and handling i.e as required with whole car ownership).
Verifiable digital title is an essential part of the BitCar business model. Users pay for interests and receive
an immutable “digital asset” blockchain ledger record confirming their title. Owners can independently
verify their interests on the public Ethereum blockchain. Such receipts allow users to trade anytime on the
Platform’s exchange.
Exotics will be marketed even after they are on the Platform to achieve other revenue streams such as via
displays of Exotics in prominent places such as airports, high traffic malls, galleries which will aid marketing.

7.1 User Marketing and Rewards
The Platform provides rewards to users for certain achievements, namely growth in users, brand name
growth, trading volume, performance, BITCAR adoption and other factors.
These rewards will provide exclusive access to the ownership’s portfolio of Exotics through managed
events that showcase the vehicles and their owners.

7.2 BitCar Competition
A BITCAR Competition will be held allowing BitCar users to earn BITCAR and other prizes through a
number of ways, including from on Platform activity and on going online marketing bounty campaigns to
encourage the growth of the BitCar Ecosystem and BITCAR as a whole.

Socialize

Users will be awarded different levels e.g NOS, 91 Octane, etc.) according to their peer to peer trading
performance and this will also earn them BITCAR reward tokens and other prizes over time. Ongoing
digital marketing and growth of the Platform will be further driven by user experiences in the Platform,
which will be developed around interests in Exotics.

Car Avatars Users customize
Receive free BITCAR in your
tank based on your level.
(i.e NOS- receives more than
91 Octane)

Gamification - Performance
Instrument cluster
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7.3 Competition Prize Could Be A Lamborghini
Subject to the BitCar TGE selling tokens to raise a minimum amount (to be announced at the time of the
TGE) in Cryptocurrency (and subject to any other applicable terms and conditions which will be defined)
a one off first prize in the competition will be a Lamborghini, Huracán as depicted in the BitCar.io video
(https://bitcar.io/Video). This incentive will reward a user who has consistently and over a period of time
contributed to the growth of the Platform - rewards will be based on BITCAR reward tokens earned in the
competition.

Lamborghini Huracán 38

7.4 Exposure – Gallery and Public Display
BitCar Agents will securily store and occasionally display its Exotics in public for maximum publicity
(airports, shopping centres, etc), user and community engagement and marketing. The longer term
goal is to open boutique museums in tourist hubs exhibiting the BitCar Exotics. Users would be able to
inspect and acquire interests in the Exotics.
QR Scan and Buy

Ferrari LaFerrari 2015
Price: $3.21USD 1/1,000,000
Sold: 96%
Location: Switzerland
Minimum Holding Period: 5 years

What a BitCar boutique may look like 39
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7.5 Incentive Scheme
The Incentive Scheme is designed to allocate tokens from the Growth Pool to early users of the Platform
and to Agents assisting with important growth functions, including the sourcing and acquisition, display,
transportation and storage of Exotics as well as with the global marketing of BitCar. A portion of the Agents
incentives will only come out of escrow on the date of the eventual sale of the Exotic to incentivise alignment.
As long as the sale price achieved by the Exotic is higher than the acquisition price, then the incentive is
released to the Agent, otherwise it will be distributed to sellers via a pool (see Agent Performance Escrow).
BitCar has been in discussions with a number of potential partners and Agents over the last 2 years and
announcements will be made in due course.

A Lamborghini Miura approximate value over $1 million 40

The Bitcar token brings a powerful
and disruptive new force into play
within the Collectable Classics and
Exotic Car Industry.
Allowing more people than ever
before to have access to this
unique market.
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8. Experience and team

Daniel Woodroof
Cars Specialist

Daniel is a race-winning national formula car
champion having progressed from a successful
karting career into international motorsports
including formula and GT car racing. Racing since
the age of 12, he has gone on to win multiple national
and international championships in both karting
and singleseaters. He has already achieved multiple
championship wins and countless podiums. Daniel is
TV host and makes regular appearances on Discovery
Asia channel with his own travel show based on his
racing experience. As an Entrepreneur Daniel has
worked in the technology sector with Ledger Assets,
to develop BitCar’s technology and plans. He brings
his wealth of experience for high performing and rare
exotics with commercial technology to BitCar.

Charles is a success-driven executive with over
25 years of experience in enterprise strategy,
turnaround, operations management, corporate
finance and business development. He is an
industry-recognized leader in the development,
implementation and integration of technology
infrastructure. Charles has enjoyed considerable
success in the development of early stage /
start-up companies and is proficient in building
prosperous acquisition targets. Charles provides
his global experience and engagement to BitCar.
Charles Kilborn
International Engagement

Sheree Ip
Legal & Blockchain Development

Sheree formerly practised as a Commercial Lawyer
and Litigator, and leverages her four years
of experience in blockchain technologies and
cryptocurrencies to provide a strong commercial
background in BitCar. Sheree leads the team in new
product development on compliance from design
architecture through to the implementation phase and
leads the BitCar marketing campaign. Sheree as a part
of the Ledger Assets has worked across numerous
blockchain projects. She is a Doctoral Candidate
researching Digital Currency Law and Blockchain
Regulation at Curtin University, provides the Blockchain
Business Development to Power Ledger and is on the
Board of Blockchain Australia.
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Julia is an advertising and marketing professional
with experience in campaign management and
online business development for global companies
and start-ups, within the media and technology
industry. Julia brings her background in crypto
marketing, lead generation, marketing tracking
and optimization, advertising strategies and Web
development to BitCar.

Julia Buchholz
Digital Advertising & Marketing Strategist

Gov van Ek
Co-Founder

Gov provides the conceptual and technical
development as well as commercial direction at
BitCar. In 2015, he Cofounded Ledger Assets, a
leading Australian blockchain company. In the
following year he Cofounded the blockchain energy
company, Power Ledger and medical records
company, E-nome. He has a PhD from University of
Manchester in Total Technology and before Ledger
Assets, he was Managing Director of a number of
private and listed companies. He is an investor and
business founder and launched his first software
company in 1991. Gov is experienced in concept
development, systems architecture and design,
commercial matters and has expertise in human/
computing interface design and A.I. Gov is also an
Exotic car enthusiast.

Trent’s experience has developed deep capability in
executive roles, project management and execution
across a wide range of sectors. Trent is a committee
member of eGroup WA, has co-founded startups and
managed the development and global implementation
of integrated software systems. Trent’s love for
awesome cars and aircraft, along with his passion
for technology, helps BitCar’s project development.

Trent Wheeler
Project Development
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Nuno Martins
Co-Founder and CTO

John Bulich
Co-founder & Technology Advisor

Nuno is a full stack Blockchain and systems
engineer, security specialist, and an Electronics
Engineer with experience in computing, A.I. and
robotics. He has specialized in cryptocurrency
applications since 2012 and brings a wealth of
experience to BitCar. He is highly experienced in
security aspects of system security and design
at Ledger Asset. He led the development of the
BitCar prototype in 2015 and brings his expertise
to engineering the system designs of BitCar’s
Platform including its decentralized nature. Nuno
manages the technology and led the development
architecture and technology design of the Power
Ledger and E-nome Platforms.

John leads the technical direction for conceptual,
system and application design and development for
BitCar. He led the technical team in the development
of BitCar’s Prototype Platform since 2015. John
is a Cofounder of Ledger Assets, a Perth based
blockchain developer specializing in the creation
and commercialization of technical and commercial
blockchain systems. Ledger Assets has successfully
developed and deployed world first blockchain
based products proving the provenance of artefacts
including evidence grade photography, video and
document management. In 2016 John Cofounded
blockchain energy company, Power Ledger and
medical records company, E-nome. John is also a
classic car enthusiast.

Alasdair is a full stack blockchain developer at
BitCar. He performs the design and analysis, coding
and unit/integration testing on the BitCar Platform.
Collaborating with the business to prioritise key
technical initiatives, Alasdair utilises his expert
knowledge from positions at Ledger Assets, Power
Ledger and University of Western Australia to provide
technical guidance, in all phases of the software
development lifecycle. He is working on an AI project
for his final year involving keyword extraction and
clustering using artificial neural networks.
Alasdair Penman
Software & Blockchain Engineer
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Rose is an experienced Digital Marketer in lead
generation, sales funnels, content marketing,
social media marketing, video marketing and
is a Web Design Specialist. Rose is a Start-up
Promoter and Presenter in Online Technologies
and she applies her skills from IT Project
Management to Digital Marketing at BitCar.

Rose Burnett
Digital Marketer

Jesica is an experienced global Branding
Designer working in studios across Australia
and Europe, with over 9 years experience working
with well established brands. She utilises her
skills across multiple mediums combining her
experience in print and graphic designs from
digital marketing and advertising. Jesica assist
with the branding of BitCar with her interactive
strategy and creativity in digital design.

Jesica Sanchez
Branding Designer

Peter is an internationally renowned classic car
collector. He was awarded by Sir David Brand the
Tourism Award in Western Australia in 2014 and is
the Founder and Owner of York Motor Museum in
Western Australia. At one point Peter’s collection
of classic cars numbered over 300. Peter has
extensive international connections with other
major classic car collectors and auction houses
etc., and frequently takes his current cars on
rallies all over the world.

Peter Briggs
Advisor & International Relations
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9. Roadmap
BitCar is a world first disrupting the ownership of Exotics, allowing everyone the chance to participate and
have an interest in them.
Building the first and biggest decentralized Platform allowing instant trustless transfer of digital ownership
of Exotics using only cryptocurrency tokens.
BitCar’s goal is to have a large inventory of Exotics on the decentralized Platform as soon as possible.
Below is the planned roadmap of key activities.

Q1 2018

Update to software
development and
decentralized Platform
testing will begin.

Q4 2017
Whitepaper
released
and TGE
planned

Q2 2018

Marketing of Bitcar
and incentivization
of partners will
also start.

Q3 2018

Updated Platform
will be released
and trading
launched.

Q4 2018

Initial BITCAR
Awards
issued

Q2 2023

Potentially first
Exotic sold
from Platform

Q1 2019

Trading volume
accelerates,
volume of Exotics
increases rapidly
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10. Glossary
Agents
A network of verified Agents will manage the onboarding of new Exotics on the platform, the tokenization
administration and maintenance program of the Exotic (including de-registration, transportation, storage,
insurance administration.
Assets Manager
Are responsible for the issuance, transfer and update of CAR tokens on the BitCar Platform.
BitCar
BitCar is a decentralized platform for buying and trading in tokenized Super, Hyper and Mega car (Exotics)
using the BITCAR token.
BTC (Bitcoin)
Bitcoin is a worldwide cryptocurrency and digital payment system. It is the first decentralized digital
currency, as the system works without a central repository or single administrator.
BITCAR Token
Is the main ERC20 Token of the BitCar Platform, handling all transactions on Ethereum Blockchain.
Blockchain Technology
Is a decentralized and distributed digital ledger system without central record keeping. Blockchain is used
to record transactions across many computers so that the record cannot be altered retroactively, without
the alteration of all subsequent blocks and the collusion of the network. Each node (a computer connected
to the network) gets a copy of the blockchain, which is downloaded automatically.
Bounty Campaign
A bounty campaign is a PR event, where the project is being promoted by its members. Usually the term
“bounty campaign” is being used in connection with an Token Generation Event (TGE). The members in
such campaigns will be rewarded with blockchain tokens offered for sale during TGE.
CAR Tokens
Are the secondary ERC20 token of the Platform, representing the Exotics.
Cryptocurrency
A Cryptocurrency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange using cryptography to
secure the transactions, to control the creation of additional units, and to verify the transfer of assets.
Decentralized Platform
The decentralized control of the BitCar Platform is related to the use of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies, as opposed to centralized electronic money and traditional centralized banking
systems. Decentralized platform means that every Ethereum Node will run the BitCar Platform making it
decentralized and trustless.
Ecosystem
The Ecosystem includes the Platform and all associated parties including users and verified Agents etc.
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Ethereum Smart Contracts
A smart contract enforces a relationship with cryptographic code. Ethereum is a platform that’s built
specifically for creating smart contracts. Ethereum allows developers to program their own smart
contracts. Basic smart contracts in the blockchain network allow the transference of value, from one
person to another.
Ethereum (Ether/ETH)
In the Ethereum blockchain, instead of mining for bitcoin, miners work to earn Ether a type of crypto token
that fuels the network. Beyond a tradeable cryptocurrency, Ether is also used by application developers to
pay for transaction fees and services on the Ethereum network.
ERC20 Contracts
The Ethereum token standard (ERC20) is used for Ethereum smart contracts. ERC20 defines a common
list of rules that an Ethereum token has to implement. Giving developers the ability to program how new
tokens will function within the Ethereum ecosystem.
Exotics
Exotics for BitCar refers to Hyper, Mega and top end super cars, and later, top end Classic cars (worth over
$1 million).
Fractionalized or Tokenized Cars
The BitCar Platform allows users access to own BITCAR tokens to access the BitCar Platform and trade
interests in Exotic cars, in small fractions using a secondary token (CAR token) representing individual
Exotic cars.
FINMA
Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) is the Swiss government body responsible for
financial regulation.
Hagerty Market Index
Hagerty Market Index is a collectors market index tool used by collectors and investors to track values of
the collectibles car market.
Knight Frank Luxury Investment Index
Knight Frank’s Luxury Investment Index (KFLII) tracks the performance of a theoretical basket of selected
collectable asset classes such as art, classic cars and wine using existing third-party indices. Each asset
class is weighted to reflect its relative importance and value within the basket.
Management Controller
Is a segregated contract responsible for BitCar Platform administration operations such as asset issuance
and management, platform migrations and handles agent operations.
MSI
Maintenance, Storage and Insurance (MSI) are costs payable at the time of acquiring an interest in an
Exotic car on the Bitcar Platform for the lifetime of the hard asset, prior to liquidation (sale). MSI costs are
proportioned across all fractional owners.
Platform
Is the sum total of the BitCar software for trading the Exotics.
Platform Manager
Is the messaging system that transmits messages from one module to another within the BitCar Platform.
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Prototype
A first full-scale and usually functional form of a new type or design of a construction. An original model
on which something is patterned.
REITS
A REIT is a type of security that invests in real estate through property or mortgages and often trades on
major exchanges like a stock. REITs provide investors with an extremely liquid stake in real estate.
Smart Contracts
Part of the Ethereum blockchain which are decentralized programmable code modules operating on chain
and residing everywhere. Written in Solidity and in the past in Serpant code.
Tachometer
An instrument which measures the working speed of an engine (especially in a road vehicle), typically in
revolutions per minute.
TGE
In a TGE (Token Generation Event) campaign, a percentage of the cryptocurrency is sold to early backers
of the project in exchange for fiat / cryptocurrencies.
U.S Howey Test
The “Howey Test” is a test created by the Supreme Court of the USA for determining whether in the USA
certain transactions qualify as “investment” contracts.
Verfiable Digital Title
Users pay for and receive an immutable digital asset blockchain ledger confirming their title to verify
their interests on the public blockchain for Exotics. Such receipts allow users to trade anytime on the
Platform’s exchange.
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